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Diffusion Tensor Imaging for Predicting the Outcome of
Large-Vessel Ischemic Stroke Treated with Mechanical

Thrombectomy: Is This the Prime Time?

DTI uses the physical principles of random displacement of
water molecules, also known as Brownian motion, to mea-

sure the degree and directionality of water molecule motion in
the human body.1 These measurements can be used to infer the
microstructural integrity of the underlying tissue. In the brain
healthy WM, cellular membranes, with some contribution from
myelination and the packing of axons, skew the directionality of
water diffusion, making it less uniform “i.e. anisotropic.”2 Hence,
lower fractional anisotropy (FA) measures have been found to
reflect impairment of the WM microstructure.3 Since its intro-
duction in the early 1990s, the rapid development of postprocess-
ing techniques has led to widespread application of DTI in the
various neurologic fields of study. For example, DTI has been
successfully used to detect WM damage in traumatic brain
injury,4 cerebral small-vessel disease,5 multiple sclerosis, and
others.6 In the field of ischemic stroke, brain MR imaging, in par-
ticular DWI, has been instrumental in advancing the field with
critical roles spanning from early detection of ischemic changes
and patient selection for endovascular therapy to prognostication
of functional outcome.7-9 Indeed, larger DWI infarct volume has
been associated with worse functional outcome after acute ische-
mic stroke. The introduction of mechanical thrombectomy in the
management of patients with acute ischemic stroke, however, has
significantly improved the functional outcome of patients with
stroke with reduction in the associated infarct volume.8 In partic-
ular, after mechanical thrombectomy, infarction of the basal gan-
glia, secondary to the involvement of the perforator arteries that
originate from the middle cerebral artery with sparing of the pe-
ripheral cortex, is now frequently encountered. Recent work has
confirmed the role of the corticospinal tract (CST) injury by
stroke in predicting motor recovery of the upper extremity.10 In
this previous work, however, CST was mapped through the exist-
ing brain templates without direct measurement of its micro-
structural integrity. Hence, there is a need in the current
thrombectomy era to better understand the outcomes of these
patients and to guide selection in rehabilitation studies. DTI
offers a sensitive tool that can address this dilemma by mapping
the WM tracts, particularly the CST. Preliminary evidence of

small studies suggests that DTI is suitable for this purpose.11

However, there remains a knowledge gap regarding the role of
DTI in patients with stroke who are treated with mechanical
thrombectomy.

In the article by Berndt et al,12 the authors aim to answer this
question by addressing the role of DTI in predicting the 3-month
functional outcomes of patients with acute ischemic stroke
caused by large-vessel occlusion in the anterior circulation who
underwent mechanical thrombectomy. The study sample
included 165 patients who had DTI sequences acquired within
7 days of stroke (median, 3 days). Probabilistic tractography was
used to map the CST bilaterally, and atlas-based ROIs were used
to characterize the CST in the posterior limb of the internal cap-
sule (PLIC) and cerebral peduncle. Subsequently, the FA index
was calculated for the PLIC and cerebral peduncle of the infarcted
brain compared with healthy, nonaffected CST. The brain infarct
was divided into the basal ganglia infarction (BGI) subgroup
without relevant involvement of the cortical structures and the
peripheral infarct subgroup in which the infarct involved the sur-
rounding cortical areas. The latter’s severity was further classified
as mild, middle, or high, based on the peripheral territory
involvement by the stroke that was originated from the Alberta
Stroke Program Early CT Score (ASPECTS) of the DWI sequen-
ces. Good clinical functional outcome was defined by modified
Rankin Scale score#2 at 90 days.

The main results of this work confirm the lower FA index val-
ues of the CST on the stroke-affected side of the PLIC.
Additionally, although there was no difference in the FA index of
the CST between the BGI subgroup and the peripheral infarct
subgroup, the latter subgroup showed a significantly higher
FA index of the CST of the PLIC in those with mild infarction
severity compared with middle or high infarction severity.
Furthermore, in this subgroup, there were statistically significant
negative correlations between the motor subindex of the National
Institute of Health Stroke Scale (sum of arm and leg symptom
value of the affected side) at the time of brain MR imaging and
the FA index of the PLIC. From a long-term functional outcome
standpoint, the FA index of the CST in the PLIC was significantly
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associated with good clinical outcomes in the study cohort.
Although this effect was not seen in the BGI subgroup, a strong
effect of the FA index on clinical outcome existed in the periph-
eral infarct subgroup. Finally, in mediation analysis, the effect of
the infarction severity in the peripheral infarction subgroup on
the 90-day functional outcome was present but reduced when
controlling for the FA index of the CST, indicating that the FA
index mediated the relationship between infarction severity and
clinical outcome.

There are several notable accomplishments of this study. First,
the sample size is relatively large, and the study population is ho-
mogeneous by including only patients with large-vessel occlusion
stroke who were treated with mechanical thrombectomy. Second,
the study ascertained the sensitivity of the FA index of the PLIC
as an early measure of acute injury of CST in the setting of stroke.
Third, the FA index of CST in the PLIC was also found to be a
measure of the magnitude of motor deficit in the acute stroke
phase in those with peripheral cortical stroke involvement.
Finally, the FA index of the CST was associated with long-term
functional outcome of acute ischemic stroke. Taken together,
these results suggest that the FA index of the PLIC is a sensitive
marker for acute CST injury after stroke, and it may represent a
marker of long-term functional recovery.

This study, however, has several limitations. First, it did not
include an accurate measure of the motor function acutely or at
3months. Second, the degree of involvement of the peripheral
cortical areas was measured through a categoric score rather than
accurately segmenting the stroke area to assess the degree of ana-
tomic overlap with the CST. Third, the study did not include a
repeat DTI scan at 3months to assess whether the improvement
of functional outcome coincided with improvement on the FA
index of the CST. Finally, the underlying causes of impairment of
the microstructural integrity of the CST cannot be ascertained; it
is unknown whether it is caused by tissue necrosis from stroke,
edema, or Wallerian degeneration. Knowing the cause is neces-
sary to understand the reversibility of the CST injury.

In summary, although the current study is a step forward in
incorporating DTI into the clinical care of patients with stroke,
several important questions first need to be resolved in large pro-
spective studies to achieve this goal. These include, among many
others, determining the relevant WM tracts for recovery, defining
the critical FA thresholds of the necessary tracts for motor and
functional improvement, characterizing types and location of
injury, and selecting patients who will benefit from rehabilitation.
Addressing these important questions will bring DTI closer for
application in the daily care of patients with ischemic stroke.
When combined with other genetic and serologic biomarkers of
recovery, this will enable physicians to accurately predict the

functional outcome of acute ischemic stroke through personal-
ized medicine.13 Advanced imaging acquisition and analytics,
including DTI, are at the forefront of these efforts, and they are
ready to be tested in large multicenter clinical trials.
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